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It’s 4 x 4 for Parsons Reiss
With a condensing rate of over
10,000 kg/h, it is one of the largest
systems so far installed by the company.
In early January a 2000 m/min
Recard machine was commissioned in
Mexico. This
was a smaller
system
condensing
approximately
5,000 kg/h.
The
condensate is
pumped
directly back
into the boiler
which saves
energy from
flash losses
associated
Steam system installed on tissue machine in Saudi Arabian mill
with deaerator
hotwells. De-aeration of the system is
In late December 2008 a
through a continuous bleed valve on the
2000 m/min Metso machine at Century
Paper, India was completed on schedule. blow-through recirculation line and a
There is no let up for Parsons Reiss
steam division as it reports four systems
commissioned in as many months on
tissue machines in different parts of the
world.

Fast energy saving payback
second condensate return to the existing
atmospheric hotwell provides back up.
In mid-March two machines were
started up concurrently, a 2000 m/min
Metso machine in Saudi Arabia and
another 2000 m/min Recard machine in
Drenik, Serbia.
The Saudi Arabian machine, a large
Yankee with a condensing rate of
10,000 kg/h, is expected to be running
at full speed following the commissioning
of the gas turbine CHP plant.
The Drenik machine is similar to the
Mexican installation with condensate
pumped directly to the boiler.

The demand to save energy is,
without question, one of the top
priorities in paper and tissue production.
Sometimes the simplest of solutions
result in instant savings and very quick
payback times. For these reasons, Voith
Paper has decided to improve an already
successful and simple energy saving
product to meet a growing demand.
The Yankee cylinder is at the heart of
the tissue manufacturing process, but is
it an efficient tool when considering
energy losses? The simple answer is no,
it is not. One of the main reasons is that

the effect of insulating the heads by
carrying out a finite element analysis
(FEA) to establish that there would be no
undue additional thermal stress on the
head to body connection. In addition the
engineers calculate whether the
potential edge growth is within an
acceptable limit … all part of the Voith
Paper package.
The system design minimises the
amount of engineering required to the
heads and does not cause any
unacceptable increase in the stress
values of the Yankee cylinder. The
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Steam system commissioned
This paper machine, which was
purchased from Catalyst Corporation,
Port Alberni, Canada, has a trim of 6.65
metres and is designed to run at 1050
m/min. The machine now produces both
newsprint and fine papers.
Kadant Johnson
replaced dated rotary
design syphons with
modern cantilevered
stationary syphons
complete with 9800
PTX rotary joints for
the lead in group of
dryers and 9750 PTX
rotary joints for the
remainder – a total
of 32 dryers. In
addition the
company provided a
complete design and
engineering service
New turbulator tube bars rejuvenate drying cylinders
for the steam &

During mid February 2009 Kadant
Johnson Systems International Ltd (KJSI)
successfully commissioned a new steam
& condensate system for the new PM5
at Khanna Paper Mills Ltd, Amritsar,
India.

On-site Yankee repair
Following completion of a Yankee
dryer inspection for a mill in South
America, PMT Industries of Bolton, UK
was successful in being awarded a
contract to carry out modifications to a
competitor’s dryer.
The Yankee dryer had an overhung
shell design and, as is often the case,
corrosion had started to cause leaks
between the head and shell. If this type
of problem is not rectified the corrosion
can build up to a stage where
catastrophic failure of the shell can
occur.
Before any significant repairs to the
Yankee dryer could take place on site,
PMT completed engineering of the
project at its Bolton premises utilising
the company’s in-depth experience of
Yankee dryer design and service.
A four man team travelled out to
South America to machine off the
overhanging part of the shell and reseal
the Yankee dryer. The time frame for this
operation was planned to minimise
downtime and disruption to the mill.

condensate system and on-site
supervisory services for both installation
and commissioning.
The machine was initially started
with 45 g/m2 newsprint at a speed of
740 m/min with very low dryer pressures
- dryer 1 at 0.55 bar vacuum, dryer 2 at
0.35 bar vacuum, dryer 3 at 0.2 bar
vacuum and dryer 4 at 0.1 bar vacuum
to eliminate fluff and linting. All dryers
are draining effectively and the machine
is operating with a steam to paper
consumption of 1.23 t/ton
of paper.
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Yankee head insulation saves valuable energy

the heat required at the cylinder surface
for the drying process is not needed at
the cylinder heads and is therefore
wasted to atmosphere. As much as 8%
of the energy used in maintaining the
necessary cylinder temperature is lost at
the heads. This has the potential for a
valuable saving which can be easily
made with an investment that can have
a pay back, in some cases, of one year
or less. The saving also applies to MG
cylinders, although to a lesser extent.
Voith Paper has now improved its
head insulation system so that it can be
installed with the minimum of downtime
and usually within a 1.5 shift time scale.
The company’s specialists will calculate

The experienced PMT team
successfully carried out the work within
the planned time much to the delight of
the customer who was very impressed
with the attitude, experience and
technical skill shown during the whole
project.
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New … low cost rope tensioner
William Kenyon has

PMT engineers on-site in South America

insulation system can be fitted to all new
and existing cylinders.
Very recently a major tissue producer
has placed a bulk order for a number of
its Yankee cylinders to be insulated
utilising the Voith Paper system,
confirming the importance of such an
energy saving product.

The rodless design lends

recently introduced a

itself to all systems - whether

low cost tensioner to

single, two or three ropes -

complement its full

and can be installed either

specification tensioner

horizontally or vertically with

product range and the

minimal changes to the

company has already

support framework.

received its first UK

The new tensioner is being

order.

supplied through William

The new unit has

Kenyon’s UK operation in

been designed with

Dukinfield, Cheshire whilst the

rodless cylinders and a

full specification tensioner

reduced frame. It is

units will continue to be

aimed particularly at

supplied from its USA

machines running at

subsidiary.

lower speeds and in
positions where space is

Low cost tensioner from William Kenyon

limited.
Andy Barnes, Sales Manager,

ct

limited running speeds mean that the
capabilities of a full specification

commented, “Over the last few years we

tensioner are not required. The addition

have identified a clear demand for a

of this new tensioner design means

tensioning system which caters for the

that William Kenyon has a rope

specific requirements of machines with

threading solution to suit all positions

severe space restrictions and/or where

and all budgets.”
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